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slide transitions  the new slide transition has been optimized and it is now faster than ever before.
the transition can be started directly from a slide. improved slides animation  the new slides

animation is fully configurable and it can be synchronized with your slides, fonts, images, titles and
more. the animated slide effects can be used at both the presentation and slide level. improved

multi-row/sub-reports  sub-reports can now be used anywhere in a presentation. you can even use
sub-reports in the same slide as other content. multi-platform compatibility  propresenter 7.0.2 is
now fully multi-platform compatible and it can create powerpoint files compatible with microsoft
powerpoint 2003, powerpoint 2007, powerpoint 2010, powerpoint 2011 and powerpoint 2013.

propresenter 7.0.1 (117344604) is a powerful and highly configurable presentation software for
creating outstanding powerpoint presentations and other multimedia content. the new version

contains many major changes such as faster slide transitions, improved slides animation, improved
multi-row/sub-reports etc. the release also contains many minor updates and bug fixes. slide

transitions  the new slide transition has been optimized and it is now faster than ever before. the
transition can be started directly from a slide. improved slides animation  the new slides animation is

fully configurable and it can be synchronized with your slides, fonts, images, titles and more. the
animated slide effects can be used at both the presentation and slide level. improved multi-row/sub-
reports  sub-reports can now be used anywhere in a presentation. you can even use sub-reports in

the same slide as other content. multi-platform compatibility  propresenter 7. 5ec8ef588b
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